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Rustbucket: Death and Life in the US Merchant Marine 
 
           When President Trump called for more coal-mining 

jobs, his many critics called him hopelessly nostalgic and 

dangerously unconcerned about the atmosphere. Coal is little 

known but essential to the American way of life. Norfolk, 

Virginia, is not just home to the world’s largest Navy Base, 

but it is a quintessential coal town. Mined in the mountains 

of dying Appalachian towns, coal travels eastward across 

Virginia on Norfolk Southern’s tracks. From here, it is more 

economical, and politically feasible, to put the coal onto US-

flagged ships at dusty Lambert’s Point; rather than sending 

coal trains through charming Northeastern towns. Thus few 

New Englanders, aside from the blue-collared mariners and 
power plant workers, see the fuel that keeps their lights on.  

           Coal also moves by barge along the Mississippi River to 

its mouth in Louisiana, where it is then transferred by larger 

bulk ships to power plants in the South. As I summered in 

my friend’s Fort Lauderdale home, the grime and sweat of 

Florida’s powerplants were far from my imagination. Florida, 

split on socioeconomic lines, has its unseen laboring class, 

including the collier seamen and workers ensconced in 

greasy fast food joints lining US Route 1’s tired commercial 

strips.   

         Colliers were never a glamorous assignment in the US 

Merchant Marine. There was risk as well: in 1983, the SS 

Marine Electric, a forty-year-old coal carrier, sunk en route 

to Boston with 31 of 34 crewmembers. Today, the coal carrier 

is the last vestige of a one-bustling coastwise trade. It is a 

job, not one too different today from other cut-rate 

operators. The dust, grime, deferred maintenance, and weeks 

at anchorage do not discourage those needing sea time for 

union membership and license upgrade. On this kind of ship, 

the deck officers were kept hard at work with cargo handling. 

One Chief Mate of the old school bemoaned the rise of 



“pretty mates” who had no interest in the sweaty, callousing 

work of cargo operations on a bulk ship. “Aw sh--s” and 
“attaboys” were dished out regularly, at a ratio of 100 to 1. 

This is the same kind of old salt who mourns how “non-stop 

country and western music” on the bridge replaced seafaring 

tradition of telling long yarn stories during watch.  In the 

officer’s mess, engineers went to lunch and dinner sweaty 

and greasy from their work. Frills, such as the polished 

wardroom culture of naval ships, were dispensed with on a 

working merchant ship.   

            I knew the quality of those rustbuckets. As a 
midshipman, I sailed onboard one named the M/V Mary 

Ann Hudson. She was a bulk carrier and could carry grain, 

coal, fertilizer, or many other essentials of life. But the ship 

could not carry dense iron ores, as the infamous SS Edmund 

Fitzgerald did: the M/V Mary Ann Hudson was 

“downgraded” in her old age. We were instructed by the 

academy to wear dress uniforms when reporting onboard 

ship. This works fine for ships-of-the-line, including 

government-owned vessels and passenger ships. But it is 

anachronous for a dirty coal carrier trading between mouth-

of-the-Mississippi and Florida power plants. This 

requirement was finally relaxed when I graduated. 

          In its last decade, the vessel traded ownership and 

management between Lykes Marine, United Ocean Services, 
and Sulfur Carriers. This was witnessed by the motley of 

company-name coveralls that the ship’s crew wore.  One 

recent shipowner was eccentric. When he purchased the 

tired ship, then known as M/V Cynthia Fagan, he renamed it 

before the biennial inspection. Renaming a ship off-cycle 

triggers a separate, costly inspection, and this among other 

poor financial decisions caused his company to go into 

bankruptcy. The ship had been renamed often: Texas 

Enterprise was its final name; TECO Trader, Kansas Trader 



and Pride of Texas being the others of IMO hull number 

7821154’s six aliases.  

           At the same time, I wondered how the vessel passed 

biennial inspection. There were see-though holes in the deck, 

by the evaporator and topside, where saltwater had corroded 

the thirty-year-old steel. She was a firetrap; leaking fuel 

hoses ignited one night at sea. In previous years, the vessel 

sailed across the Atlantic Ocean on African grain runs, 

bringing food aid to impoverished nations. By 2013, the 

vessel was confined to near-coastal waters, where the waves 

were less punishing to tired steel. It was a vessel on a 
schedule of planned obsolescence; the company had stopped 

investing in maintenance and repairs and would discard the 

ship when the US Coast Guard demanded a proper 

inspection. Nevertheless, the hobbling, rusted-out vessel was 

awarded an overseas USAID grain run contract for 2016. The 

ship was scheduled to be scrapped, but its owners decided to 

squeeze more time and profit from the hull. 

           On the evening of October 1, 2015, I made my first 

underway as a licensed Third Assistant Engineer working for 

Military Sealift Command. It was an overnight trip from 

Pusan, Korea to Sasebo, Japan onboard the USNS 

Sacagawea. Shortly before my watch, the ship’s motor went 

out. Loss of propulsion. This is a serious problem; near port, 

it poses a risk of collision with vessels and shore.  At sea, as 
we were, there is a risk of going broadside, taking on water, 

and eventual capsizing. Because the ship possesses great 

momentum, forward motion will continue for several 

minutes without engines. An organized engineering crew can 

restore propulsion in that short time; however, lack of 

practice or a severe malfunction will leave the vessel “dead in 

the water”. Fortunately, the seas were light and 

accommodating to our dalliance, and we were able to get 

underway again without further incidence. 



              USNS Sacagawea was ten years young but suffered a 

combination of the two deficiencies for one reason: The ship 
spends consecutive months, pierside overseas, as an 

ammunition warehouse in a declining state of readiness. 

This was a condition caused by a decade of budget cuts in the 

prepositioned fleet. Making the utilitarian choice, the 

Department of Defense (DoD) re-appropriated money 

towards high-tempo ships. For the USNS Sacagawea and 

other prepositioned ships at anchor, monthly underway 

periods were cancelled, allowing mariners’ seamanship to 

become rusty. The hull paint was rusty, too. For the sake of 

his young mates, one good captain would order them onto 

underway replenishment ships. On such a high-tempo ship, 

the mates would learn to temper their nerves as their cargo 

ship and a warship performed a high-wire act in close, daring 

proximity. One mate ordered for reassignment had 

developed a man-crush on one of the USNS Sacagawea’s 

engineers, a classmate of his from Massachusetts Maritime 

Academy. They both regretted the impending separation. As 

for the DoD Inspector General’s report that uncovered 

deficiencies in the prepositioned fleet, Military Sealift 

Command was remarkably straightforward when given the 

opportunity to reply to this scathing discovery. 

            At the same time as our dead-in-water incident, 

halfway across the world, off the coast of Florida, a crew of 
American merchant seamen met their end under the same 

circumstances. As we later learned, cascading failures in the 

eye of a hurricane sunk their vessel, the SS El Faro. In the 

scant media coverage of the incident, the comments from 

John Q. Public were flippant yet understandable: “Who 

would work onboard a 40-year old freighter? I guess if you 

need the money.” Which is true; the mariners I met onboard 

the rustbucket M/V Mary Ann Hudson tended to be in dire 

financial straits.  



             Who else would have sail on the SS El Faro? The 

vessel was built during President Nixon’s maritime thrust, a 
program that rejuvenated subsidized ship construction from 

1970 until 1981. The aging steam vessel carried three third 

assistant engineers, unheard of in the commercial maritime 

sector today. These new maritime officers had to accrue sea 

time to gain status within their union, the AMO- American 

Maritime Officers. Many marine engineers are not the 

“smooth operator” type and prefer the challenges these old 

ships present. When these engineers are order by the bridge 

to “get those squirrels running down there”, they’ll work as 

hard as needed to get the job done. To this end, Frank 

Pusatere, father of SS El Faro’s lost Chief Engineer, insists 

that his mechanically-inclined son did not sail a 

“rustbucket”. To young engineers, the SS El Faro was both a 

practical training platform and paycheck.  

          The SS El Faro sinking garnered much less coverage 

compared to other industrial accidents, like the 2005 Texas 

City Refinery explosion. Good maritime reporting requires 

resources many news organizations no longer care to keep. It 

requires working with US Coast Guard officials, sitting in 

testimony and waiting rooms, and learning terminology and 

the culture of the seas. For example, no one, except for 
author Rachel Slade, pointed out what was obvious to me: In 

the absence of criminal sanctions, it was cheaper for 
shipowners to pay grieving families a pittance than replace 

their aged ship.  

          When seafaring, you must ask yourself, “Will this job 

kill me?” Like, literally, death. When crewmembers die 

onboard small ships and tugboats, the loss does not garner 

more than local attention. A classmate’s uncle was killed 

while sleeping on his New York harbor tugboat, by the ship’s 

own exhaust fumes. The wife of a Massachusetts lobsterman 

commented, “If you knew how they risk their lives for the 

catch, you wouldn’t complain about the price of seafood.” 



Certainly, Massachusetts lobstermen, forgotten workers in a 

knowledge-economy region, appreciated the attention of 
renegade governor Charlie Baker.  

           In the past half-century, logging, trucking, space 

exploration, and factory work all became much safer. 

Perhaps so has the American Merchant Marine. “Lost at sea” 

was a common refrain in sailing communities, even after 

World War II. Ships continued to be lost in collisions and 

hurricanes; mariners lost in fires and explosions. Today, 

mariners recognize lost ships of recent decades by name. The 

1975 sinking of SS Edmund Fitzgerald, a mysterious 
disappearance of the SS Poet in 1980, and 31 men lost with 

the SS Marine Electric in 1983 resonate with today’s retirees. 

But the small, insular network of deep-sea American 

mariners compounds the grief and impact. For example, the 

Wickboldt family lost two young American sons at sea, 

Steven during an explosion onboard the Golden Dolphin in 

1982, and George on the sunken Marine Electric in 1983. A 

walk along the USMMA’s waterfront takes one past Brian 

Roche’s memorial. He was a midshipman of the Class of 

1996 who never made it back from sea year. 

              Eventually, the SS El Faro was declared lost, no 

survivors found. My USMMA classmates and I were in dread 

anticipation of the crew list. As an overage ship, it was 

probable that the vessel sank with fresh maritime academy 
graduates like ourselves, eager for their first real paycheck. 

One of our classmates was recently onboard the vessel, but 

by the grace of God, he was not on the ship’s terminal 

voyage.  Instead, Maine Maritime Academy alumni took the 

brunt of losses, along with SIU’s Jacksonville union hall. The 

SS El Faro’s sinking culled a rare species, the young mariner: 

Among the ten officers, six were under 35, with the third 

engineers being 26, 25, and 23. The young third assistant 

engineers’ bright eyes were snuffed out before getting to 

truly enjoy the pleasures of life. With the casualties crossing 



lines of age and experience, few in the American Merchant 

Marine would leave the memory of SS El Faro without a 
personal story to tell.  

           A large ship could not simply disappear in this day and 

age, and the USNS Apache’s work made sure lessons were 

recovered from the wreckage and VDR. Fished out of the 

ocean depths by USNS Apache, SS El Faro’s VDR- voyage 

data recorder- contained the secrets of lost mariners, as 

spoken at the helm during the ship’s last day afloat. The 

recording was carefully transcribed in a laboratory setting 

and published by NTSB over a year after the sinking. 
Reading it has the same chilling effect you get from watching 

a murder live-streamed on the Internet. 

           The sinking of the SS El Faro was incredulous. Modern 

mariners have advanced weather forecasting, digital 

technology in the form of GPS and GMDSS, thorough hull 

and machinery inspections by the American Bureau of 

Shipping, and USCG-observed safety drills. As an American-

owned, US-flagged ship, El Faro and the TOTE shipping 

company complied with the International Safety 

Management Code and Certificate, a shipboard and 

company-wide safety management system, and the 

requirement for a designated person ashore. Testimony 

revealed that TOTE’s executive officers and Captain 

Davidson followed the letter of the law, but not the spirit of 
the law, as far as administration of a merchant ship was 

concerned. SS El Faro’s outdated EPIRB and VDR, no 

ECDIS, grandfathered open lifeboats, and major 

modifications done without proper engineering oversight; all 

complied with the letter of Chapter 46, Code of Federal 

Regulations, which encompassed American shipping.  

                 Jeremie Riehm, third mate on the SS El Faro, 

exclaimed, before his death, against the dangerous trimming 

of shipboard staff. “We used to have a port mate, and now we 

don’t. We had a longshoremen, now we don’t. Then we also 



lost our electrician.” The ship’s certificate of inspection (COI) 

listed a certain number of crewmembers with certain 
qualifications, in order to safely and legally take the ship to 

sea. TOTE complied with COI but wrongly assumed that a 

nucleus crew could handle exhausting cargo responsibilities 

in addition to seafaring.   

One thing that managers ashore regularly 

underestimate is the risk inherent in repetitive 12-hour 

workdays intermingled with broken sleep. These managers 

have never worked long days of physical labor and instead 

only see the marginal cost savings in having one person 
doing the work of two. They do not see the burnout, fatigue 

and poor decision-making that can result: Senior ship’s 

officers often work longer than 12 hours on arrival and 

departure days from port, something simply accepted as part 

of the job. 

                The young maritime officer believes that American 

ships are safe. They are inspected, regulated, and monitored. 

They sail in the Winter North Atlantic and regularly travel 

through storms. They pound the waves, list 45 degrees, and 

emerge unscathed. Midshipmen live to tell the stories to 

astonished freshmen. Naval Architects design ships to self-

right when pushed to capsize. But Joaquin sunk the SS El 

Faro. For us younger mariners, it was very important to learn 

what sunk the American containership. It could determine 
each man or woman’s resolve to keep sailing. 

               Like any major industrial accident, multiple factors 

contributed to the ship’s fatal voyage. They started years ago, 

when the ship’s stability and watertightness were 

compromised by poorly-planned major modifications as the 

ship’s mission changed over four decades. The ship was top-

heavy and vulnerable to flooding through the ventilation 

ducts. Grandfathering laws allowed the ship to avoid scrutiny 

over its outdated safety equipment, watertightness, and 

dewatering capabilities. Bad weather sunk a ship held 



together by bad steel. A former crewmember, Chris Cash, 

remarked: “They were bandaging the ship with extra steel all 
the time…when things would break, they would just patch it 

up rather than really fix it.”  

                On the SS El Faro’s final voyage, Captain Davidson 

made the inexplicable decision of sailing a merchant ship 

into a hurricane; compounded by tunnel vision, he continued 

on the course he set. According to a US Coast Guard official, 

what Captain Davidson did on the bridge, ignoring weather 

reports and showing disregard for his officer’s 

recommendations in the hours approaching the eye of the 
storm, would’ve led to his sailing license being revoked. 

               The embattled ship developed a list caused by 

uneven flooding in the cargo holds. As a result of tilting to 

one side, the ship’s turbine lost lube oil suction, placing the 

vessel dead-in-water, vulnerable to being swamped. 

Abandoning ship was not a feasible choice: Confronted by 

maximum-force winds and waves, open lifeboats were not 

conducive to escaping sinking vessel. 

“Everything- people, rafts, lifesuits- would be whipped 

away by Joaquin and into the waves or thrown back 

against the ship’s hull to be crushed. The air was solid 

with salt and water.” 

- Rachel Slade on El Faro. 

“A sinking ship was a deathtrap that could kill a man 

in a thousand ways. Falling masts and guy wires 

snagged mariners and pulled them under. Jagged 

debris swirled through the water. The ship’s hot 

boilers could explode from contact with cold 

seawater.” 

 - William Geroux on WWII merchant vessels 

 



On the third anniversary of the El Faro’s sinking, I found out 

who that classmate was, the one who narrowly avoided 
certain death. I had run around Charleston with him, but 

surviving a literal coin-flip of life-and-death was something 

he did not talk freely about. The Boss was a fresh college 

graduate and Admiral Greene a seasoned executive then 

working for TOTE, but they shared an unusually close 

connection. 

           As a class president at the USMMA, The Boss worked 

with ousted Academy Superintendent Admiral Greene as a 

liaison between him and the current administration. To the 
Maritime Administration’s powers that be, his presence at 

an official function would be seen as either a bad joke or 

insurrection. Certainly, inviting Admiral Greene to 

graduation was politically unfeasible.  As USMMA freshmen, 

Admiral Greene was our superintendent and an alumnus of 

the academy.  He put his shoulder to the wheel to cut 

through bureaucracy and successfully launched a major 

renovation plan at our alma mater. He was the change agent 

the academy needed. But he fell out of favor with his boss, 

the Maritime Administrator, and was reassigned to 

Washington, D.C. In 2013, he took the opportunity to head 

TOTE, a major US shipping company. At this point, no one 
outside the company knew it was a troubled operation. But 

Admiral Greene had experience in turning things around. 
Our class president, The Boss, had a way with words, and a 

way with leveling to leaders decades senior to him. We 

couldn’t have asked for anyone else as class executive. Who 

else but The Boss could get Admiral Greene as guest speaker 

for a USMMA commencement? He was there, June 18, 2016, 

speaking to our successors about the challenges inherent in 

successful leadership. As fellow alumni of an esteemed 

institution, we would likewise face our challenges as leaders.   

                 



            In college, The Boss majored in Systems Engineering, 

a tough course of study- accredited by ABET- which opened 
doors to lucrative careers ashore, on par with engineering 

graduates of elite colleges. He also ‘majored’ in the art of 

suave. But first thing after graduation, The Boss embraced 

his inner mariner. Like many young graduates, The Boss 

joined the AMO union in expectation of a three-month 

shipping gig; longer, if he wished. AMO, compared to MEBA, 

would dispatch mariners from home, instead of a union hall. 

He was apparently eager to ship out and was on a ship in 

July, less than a month after graduation. By chance, Admiral 

Greene became his top boss when The Boss threw in his 

union card for an SS El Faro assignment. It was a favorite 

ship for maritime cadets, who enjoyed Fridays off in San 

Juan, where the waves beckoned and drinking age was 

eighteen. The aging steam plant required much attention, 

but it was part of a work-hard, play-hard culture. It was the 

environment where a young graduate could launch a career, 

both in skills and income, something a retired USMMA 

professor, John Tuttle, called “making your own luck.”   

            There was a chain of command, which meant many 

intermediate supervisors between himself and Admiral 

Greene. But in accordance with a modern shipboard Safety 
Management System, if a breakdown in safety and regulatory 

compliance warranted, The Boss should’ve felt comfortable 
calling his Designated Person Ashore, a man who reported 

directly to Admiral Greene. Frankly speaking, a fresh 

graduate sailing as third engineer does not know the 

difference between right and wrong in the engine room. Each 

ship has its peculiarities and maintenance procedures. What 

he knows best is personal safety: He knows to demand a 

Tyvek suit when working with sewage, or proper eyeshades 

for welding, but he cannot speak for the ship. On September 

29, 2015, after a successful stint of about ten weeks, The Boss 

toured the El Faro’s engine room at Jacksonville, Florida, 

with his likewise-youthful relief, Dylan Meklin, we believe. 



The Jacksonville harbor pilot was the last living person to be 

onboard the SS El Faro, and my classmate, debarking the 
vessel that morning, was among the last. Dylan Meklin, age 

23, died in place of him. 

              After his job deep-sixed, The Boss took employment 

onboard a telecommunications ship maintained in 

impeccable condition. Compared to the brute grunt-work of 

an ancient steam vessel, a cable engineer’s job is one where 

working with technicians is as important as working with 

wrenches. It is beyond me how The Boss could go back to sea 

after narrowly avoiding death. But that is how merchant 
mariners won World War II. Despite repeated torpedo 

sinking, surviving mariners went right back to ships. “You 

bet I’m going back to sea” was a defiant poster slogan and 

way of life. 

              Following a February 2016 testimony in Jacksonville, 

Admiral Greene was chastised in the maritime community 

for his “breathless praise” of TOTE’s shore staff and 

mariners. Even in testimony following tragedy, his time at 

the helm of USMMA appeared to be a personal pride. He 

noted that America’s maritime academies produce the “finest 

officers to sail on our ships the world can provide.” Admiral 

Greene had substance in addition to grandiose style. Months 

before the sinking of El Faro, Admiral Greene denied Captain 

Davidson for promotion on account of a personnel issue. 
Rachel Slade notes, “One of the unlicensed crewmen showed 

up for work after partying in San Juan, clearly intoxicated. 

When he was confronted on the gangway, he went nuts, 

possibly wielding some kind of weapon.” Davidson never 

reported the incident through official channels. Reading 

between the jabs, I found that Admiral Greene’s values never 

wavered from the day he left the superintendent’s office at 

Kings Point. 

               My father served a short tour in the US Navy. To 

bluejacket sailors, it was unthinkable that a warship would 



sink for lack of maintenance. “I guess you have to look after 

yourself and refuse to work on rustbuckets,” he commented. 
After graduation, I crossed paths with Matthew, the deck 

cadet I sailed with onboard the rusting-out M/V Mary Ann 

Hudson. He graduated from Massachusetts Maritime 

Academy, and also took a job in the safety of Military Sealift 

Command.                

                Experienced engineers know how to identify a 

rustbucket ship. “What are you doing?” exclaimed the 

shipyard manager as Horizon Shipping’s experienced port 

engineer wielded a sledgehammer to a pin on the anchor 
chain. The pin blew away into powdered rust. Better to fail 

here on land than deep in the ocean, where the water 

pounded harder than any man with a hammer. Horizon was 

a troubled American shipping line that eventually folded. 

This case study was presented to USMMA engineers as an 

example of on-the-spot due diligence. Horizon would later 

fire an experienced captain, John Loftus, for bringing safety 

concerns to the US Coast Guard. In one incident, he reports, 

“I was harassed, assaulted and battered by the very port 

engineer who had continually refused to have the repairs 

made.” Indeed, a code of silence permeates the merchant 

marine as it does the police.  Breaking the code can result in 
being outcast from an insular profession, especially since 

whistleblowers often incriminate one’s superiors. Several 
years and $200,000 after Loftus initiated his suit under the 

Seaman Protective Act, passed in the aftermath of SS Marine 

Electric’s 1983 sinking, the federal government finally 

determined that Horizon engaged in retaliation against a 

whistleblower. Loftus points out that a regular mariner, 

unemployed for doing the right thing, would not have the 

means to engage in such a lawsuit, giving the offending 

company a strong upper hand.  

 



             After the SS El Faro’s sinking, the USCG investigated 

its sister ship, the SS El Yunque, also owned by TOTE. With a 
hammer, they turned exposed metal, such as ventilation 

ducts, into rust. The SS El Yunque was a verified rustbucket. 

Long-overdue accountability sent this ship to the scrapyard, 

as also happened to another sister, the SS El Morro. 

                Incredibly, in November 2015, as the USNS Apache 

combed the skeleton of the El Faro, tomb of two dozen 

American mariners on the ocean floor, the owners of the 

rustbucket M/V Mary Ann Hudson- now called the Texas 

Enterprise- won a USAID grain contract. The ship would 
make the run in early 2016, before accountability sealed the 

old ship’s fate. In the wake of the SS El Faro’s sinking and 

subsequent testimony, it must have been a somber voyage 

for the crewmembers onboard the rusting, creaking hull; 

nearly the last sailing relic of Richard Nixon’s merchant 

marine. They must have known the risk, but to the mariners 

it was just another job.  
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“From the author’s lengthy introduction, which reads both as 

Squirrel’s mea culpa and foundation for writing True Mariner, the 

reader is taken on a journey of Squirrel’s worldview of the USA via 

his introduction to the world of work as a lifeguard in Washington, 

DC to cadet at the USMMA, and then mariner in the US Merchant 

Marine, sailing as an engineering officer with the US Navy’s 

Military Sealift Command. The discerning reader must keep in 

mind that True Mariner is Squirrel’s weltanschauung, viz., 

worldview.  

The 3 sections after the introduction read autobiographically as 

the foreground to Squirrel becoming a cadet. The 4th section is an 

essay, One Master Under God, which is an introduction to the 

non-autobiographical parts of True Mariner and, also, recreates 

concisely shipboard life past and present but lacks references for 

various vignettes…The choice of topics afterwards—women 

mariners, recent US Navy at-sea fiascoes, mariners’ alcoholism, 

et al—perplexed this reviewer but may be of interest to the 

novelty-seeking reader and be of value to esoteric interests”. 

 

W.J. Wiippa, author of Texas Neo-Noir 


